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Excellence in assessment: it’s a 

goal at UCL 

 

How can we characterise excellence? 

What form does that take in assessment? 

 

Just what is our problem? 

 



Electronic assessment 

What we know: 

1. It’s still in the early days of development 

2. The system is imperfect (as is all assessment) 

3. It has been introduced at all HEIs in the UK – and usually it’s done 

via Moodle (or a similar VLE) using Turnitin software 

 

What we don’t know: 

1. How markers work in these environments 

2. How electronic environments affect markers 

3. Whether paper and computer assessment is comparable 



Why does this matter to students? 

UCL IOE is world leading in education and we want to ensure that all 

our working practice reflects that title.  

 

We really don’t know if assessing on screen is comparable to 

assessing on paper – there may be discrepancies. 

 

We don’t know if staff are working with adequate equipment, 

knowledge of the software, H&S knowledge and so on.  

 

If there are broad issues with attitude (negative) and lack of training, 

this WILL impact the validity of the assessment process.  
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The problem? 

• We know that students like the convenience of 

posting work online and receiving online 

feedback 

• We know that administratively, it’s more 

convenient 

• But neither of these things relate to effective 

practice – they are confined to preference and 

financial decisions 



The study 
(a) There is research into student perceptions of online 

assessment, but nothing on academic’s perceptions 

and nothing on their practice. 

(b) Our study focuses on the academic’s experience. 

(c) It is beginning now and comprises a survey of staff 

(within UCL IOE) and will be followed up with a focus 

group intervention and then creation of guidance for 

assessing electronic environments. 



Key findings (in progress!) 

When asked about just how they assess online, academics 

revealed that they commonly download work, then mark it 

up either on screen, or on paper before uploading it again. 

 

Potential outcomes 

• Demonstrates the challenge of changing established 

practice (remember we’ve been marking on paper for 

hundreds of years!) 

• Workload implication – some of the ways academics 

work is increasing their workload 



Key findings (in progress!) 

When asked about just how long it takes them to mark an 

average essay (4000-5000 words) 

• Range was 45 minutes to 3 hours 

 

Potential outcomes 

• Workload implication – some of the ways academics 

work is increasing their workload 

• This may reduce over time, but the practice of working 

on screen is very different 



Key findings (in progress!) 

Attitudes to assessment in electronic environments 

• Some respondents were openly hostile whilst others saw this as a 

new way of working and were more open to change 

• The practice has been implemented with no proper consultation with 

staff  

 

Potential outcomes 

• Managing change needs to be acknowledged so that staff are 

feeling supported in times of change 

• There are potential Health and Safety issues – screen time, anxiety, 

stress etc. all of which are known to relate to lots of time spent 

working on screens. 



Going forward: steps 1-3 are in IOE 

Survey analysis (March 2017) 

Funded study with Focus Groups (May 2017) 

Workshops with senior management to influence 
regulatory practice (July 2017) 

Roll out survey further across UCL departments 
– work on formal training in electronic 
assessment practice (2018) 



“It is not only what we do, 

but also what we do not do, 

for which we are 

accountable”. 

 

Moliere (1622-1673) 


